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A Study of Seismic Response of Rotating Machines Subjected to Multi-Component

Base Excitation

by

Tsu-Sheng Chang

Committee Chairman: M. P. Singh

Engineering Science and Mechanics

(ABSTRACT)

Rotating machines such as motors, generators, turbines, etc. are crucial mechan

ical components of modern industrial and power generation facilities. For proper

functioning of these facilities during and after an earthquake, it is essential that the

rotating machines in these facilities also function as desired. The dynamics of a rotat

ing machine is quite complex. It is further complicated by the presence of earthquake

induced base motions. The response spectrum methods, which are now commonly

used for calculating seismic design response of civil structures, can not be used as such

for calculating the design response of rotating machines. In this thesis, a response

spectrum method which can be applied to the rotating machines is develpoed.

To develop the response spectrum approach, a generalized modal superposition

method is utilized. The random vibration analysis is applied to incorporate the
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stochastic characteristics of the seismic inputs. The applicability of the proposed re

sponse spectrum approach is verified by a simulation study where fifty sets of accelera

tion time histories are used. The proposed method considers the fact that earthquake

induced base motions have several components, including rotational inputs. To define

the correlation between the rotational and translational input components of the exci

tation, the correlation matrix and a travelling seismic wave approaches are used. The

numerical results are obtained to evaluate the effect of rotational inpllt components

on the response of a rotating machine. It is observed that the rotational compo~

nents are important only when they are .very strong. In actual practice, such strong

rotational inputs are not expected to excite rotors which are either directly placed

on ground or are placed in common buildings. In the proposed spectrum approach,

nevertheless, the effect of rotational input components can be easily incorporated if

the correlation between various excitation components is specified.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rotating machines such as pumps, generators, motors and turbines are crucial

components frequently encountered in modern industrial and power generation facil

ities, and their operational performance has long been of major concern to engineers.

Since quite often the failures of these equipments can have damaging consequences,

especially in the nuclear power plants, chemical plants and emergency installations

like hospitals, it is essential that they maintain proper functioning during and af

ter the occurrence of an earthquake. The investigations of adequate designs are,

therefore, necessary to ensure that these rotating machines in the structures located

in seismically active areas can withstand earthquake induced excitations and meet

critical demands.

The dynamic behavior of rotating systems has been a topic of interest to me

chanical engineers for a long time, but it is only recently that increasing research

effort has been devoted to their analysis for seismic loads. The dynamic characteris

tics of rotating machines under seismic loadings are quite different from those of the

buildings, dams, pipings, etc. The seismic behavior of these latter systems has been
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investigated quite exhaustively in the last two decades. For these syst~ms, analytical

methods utilizing design response spectra as seismic inputs have been developed to

calculate the seismic design response under multi-component earthquakes. However,

similar methods are not available currently for calculating the seismic design response

of rotating machines. The primary objective of this work, therefore, is to develop a

response spectrum approach for calculating the design response of rotating systems

subjected. to multi-component seismic excitations.

The rotating machines are quite complex dynamic systems to analyze. The equa

tions of motion of these systems become especially more complicated when earthquake

motions are involved. The foremost complexities in the dynamic analysis of these

machines for earthquake motions arise from the presence of the (1) gyroscopic terms

caused by the rotation of a rotor about its shaft, and (2) parametric terms caused by

the rotational excitations at the base, in both the damping and stiffness matrices of

the equations of motion. The forcing function terms in the equations of motion are

also quite involved; they not only contain all six ground acceleration related inputs,

but also contain terms which depend on the rotational velocity components of the

base motion. In addition to all the above terms, there are also nonlinear terms in the

form of products of the base velocities, which introduce further mathematical diffi

culties in the analysis. Fortunately, a previous study by Suarez et al. (1991) on the

seismic response of rotor-bearing systems has observed that for earthquake induced

ground motions the parametric terms in the system matrices of the eq1-lations of mo

tion as well as the nonlinear terms in the inputs can be all neglected without causing

any appreciable error in the calculated response of the system. This observation leads

to significant simplifications in the development of an analytical method to calculate

the seismic response of rotating machines.
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The equations of motion for a rotating system are quite difficult to solve in their

general form. In early studies, time history analyses which employed step-by step nu

merical techniques carried out in the time domain were used to compute the response.

These kind of approaches, however, are quite cumbersome, expensive, and time con

suming. A more efficient and reliable method is required. Here a response spectrum

approach is presented to obtain the design response of rotating machines for seismic

design inputs defined in terms of base motion response spectra. To utilize the base

motion spectra in the analysis, it is necessary to characterize the dynamic properties

of the rotating machines in terms of modal frequencies and damping ratios. Since the

system matrices for rotating machines are not necessarily symmetrical, here a gen

eralized modal approach is used to define the modal frequencies and damping ratios

to be used in the response spectrum approach. In the development of the response

spectrum approach, the stochastic characteristics of earthquake induced motions are

incorporated through random vibration analysis.

The method includes the multiple components of the seismic inputs applied at

the base of the machine. The input components considered in the study are: three.

translational accelerations, three rotational accelerations and three rotational veloci

ties. They all can be correlated. Two methods of specifying the correlation between

the excitation input components are considered. One method considers a travelling

seismic wave model for machines sitting on the ground. The other utilizes a corre

lated floor spectra method, which is suitable for machines sitting on raised pedestals

or for machines installed on building floors. In the travelling seismic wave model,

the rotational components are expressed in terms of the translational accelerations.

In the correlated floor spectra method, on the other hand, the correlation between

various excitation components is directly defined through the correlation matrix. A
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methodology is developed for each model to calculate the maximum response of the

system.

Numerical results are obtained for a rotating system to demonstrate the applica

tions of the proposed approach. The response spectrum method is verified bya time

history simulation study. The contribution associated with the real eigenproperties

of the system to the total response is also evaluated. Responses of the rotor under

the rotational excitations of different intensities are presented to examine the effect

of rotational inputs on the system response. Concluding remarks are provided in the

end of this thesis along with some suggested future studies.
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Chapter 2

Characteristics of Rotating Machines

2.1 Introduction

The subject of dynamics of rotating machines has been of continued research

interest to mechanical engineers and there is abundance of literature devoted to the

stability analysis of these machines. The research on the seismic response analysis

of the rotating machines, however, is relatively more recent, and in the engineering

literature there are some publications dealing with this subject now. See, for example,

Asmis and Duff (1978), Iwatsubo et aL (1979), Srinivasan and Soni (1984), and

Hori (1988).

A review of the early studies on seismic analysis of rotating machines is given by

Srinivasan and Soni (1982). The first paper which considered the flexibility of the

rotating shaft and the effect of the fluid film bearings on the response of rotating

systems was by Srinivasan and Soni (1984). The seismic excitation inputs at the base

included rotational as well as translational components. They developed the equations

of motion by applying Newton's law combined with finite element discretization ofthe

shaft. The linear interpolation functions were used to describe the displacement field
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over a finite element. The equations of motion identified the presence of gyroscopic

and parametric terms in the system matrices. Some numerical results obtained by a

step-by-step numerical integration technique for the seismic input defined by a time

history were also presented.

A more comprehensive study on the seismic behavior of rotating machines has

been recently conducted by Suarez, Singh, and Rohanimanesh (1992). The flexibility

of the shaft was considered by utilizing a Timoshenko beam model with shear de

formation and rotatory inertia terms. The displacement field over a finite element

was represented by cubic beam interpolation functions; the formulation was, however,

general enough to enable the use of any other suitable interpolation functions. The

stiffness and damping contributions of the supporting bearings were also included

in the analysis. The variational approach with Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's

equations was adopted to develop the equations of motion. In this research, we have

used the equations of motion derived by Suarez et al (1992). Since these equations

and the conclusions of their study are very relevant to this work, they are briefly

described and reviewed in this chapter.

2.2 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of a shaft-disk-bearing system in a finite element model

can be written in the following standard form:

[M]{u} + [C]{u} + [I<]{u} = {f(t)} (2.1 )

where [M], [C], and [I<] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices respectively,

{f(t)} is the excitation vector, and {u} is the vector of generalized qodal displace

ments measured relative to the base. All these system matrices and vectors are
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assembled by the regular finite element analysis procedures over the rotor elements

along the shaft. In the equations of motion, the stiffness and damping contributions

from the bearing are imposed only at those nodes where the bearings are located.

At each node, there are two translational (ql ,Q2) and two rotational degrees of free

dom (Q3,Q4), as shown in Figure 2.1. Thus the total number of degrees of freedom of

the system is four times the number of nodes. The axial displacements (u z ,8z ) are

not considered. The input base motion has three translational (Xb,Yb,Zb) and three

rotational components (8xb,8yb,8zb), and all six appear in the forcing function {fl.

Explicit expressions for [A1], [C] and. [K] matrices and the excitation vector {f} of a

typical rotor element, as developed by Suarez et al (1992), are given in Appendix A

of this thesis.

The mass matrix [M] of the rotor system is symmetric, similar to the mass matrices

usually encountered in common structural vibration problems. The damping and

stiffness matrices [C] and [K], on the other hand, are quite different from those of the

conventional structures. The damping matrix has a skew symmetric part consisting of

the gyroscopic terms due to Coriolis effect from the shaft spiiming and the parametric

terms which depend on the rotational velocity inputs at the base. The other part

of the damping matrix is symmetric and contains the damping coefficients coming

from the fluid film bearings. These terms are similar to the viscous damping terms

normally encountered in mechanical vibrations. These bearing terms are functions of

physical parameters of the bearing as well as the spinning speed of the shaft. They

provide desirable stability to the motion of the system. The stiffness matrix [K]

is as involved as the damping matrix. It has a constant symmetric part provided

by the stiffness of the shaft and another symmetric but parametric terms involving

the product of base rotational velocities. The asymmetric portion of the [K] matrix
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)----x

. Figure 2.1: A schematic rotor with nodal coordinates and system of axes
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has parametric terms from rotational accelerations and bearing-introduced stiffness

coefficients. The spring forces in the x and y directions supplied by the bearings are

coupled with each other and depend on the physical properties of the bearing and

rotor spinning speed. However, the stiffness entries due to bearings in the system

matrices are not symmetrical. This asymmetry causes instability in the shaft motion.

It also complicates the solution of the equations of motion.

The forcing function term if} is interesting in its own way. It is quite different

from the simple force vector appearing in the right hand side of the equation of regular

structural and mechanical systems. Here, it is divided in to four parts to get. a closer

inspection. The first part represents the commonly encountered terms associated with

the translational accelerations. The second one depends on the rotational acceleration

inputs at the base. The third part involves the base rotational velocity components

combined with the spinning speed of the rotor, and the remaining one is a function of

nonlinear input terms associated with both the translational and rotational velocity

excitations at the foundation. The last part particularly is problematic from the point

of view of using the response spectrum approach due to its nonlinearity. All these

terms are identified in Appendix A.

2.3 Response Characteristics

The solution of the equations of motion given in equation (2.1) is quite involved

primarily because of the presence of the parametric terms in the damping and stiff

ness matrices. Moreover, the complexities of the forcing function vector compound

the mathematical operations. To compute the rotor response from the equations of
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motion in their most general form, one will have to resort to a step-by-step numer

ical method. This kind of approach is, obviously, quite cumbersome for the design

purposes since one has to carry out the procedures for several groups of possible de

sign level ground motions. To obtain the design response, an analytical technique

which will not require expensive and time consuming time history analysis would be

preferred; nevertheless, this does not seem feasible as long as the parametric terms

exist.

Suarez et al. (1992) performed a series of time history calculations by using the

Newmark-,8 step-by-step integration method. The time histories of the seismic input

motions at the base were generated by simulation for a Kanai-Tajimi type of ground

spectral density function which is commonly used to represent seismic ground motions

in the stochastic form. It was observed that there was essentially no change in the

response when the parametric terms were eliminated from the damping and stiffness

matrices. Even at quite strong levels of rotational excitations the magnitude and

pattern of the response time histories showed little difference. This result leads to

the following very important conclusion: the parametric terms in the formulation can

be deleted from the system matrices without affecting the outcome. This assertion

enables one to adopt the linear modal analysis to compute the seismic response of a

rotor system and makes it possible to develop a response spectrum approach.

In their research on the response characteristics of the rotating machines Suarez et

al. (1992) also investigated the effects of the nonlinear terms in the forcing function

and base rotational inputs. They concluded that the contribution to the response

from the nonlinear part in the excitations, which is due to the products of rotational

velocities or rotational and translational velocities, is insignificant. These product
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terms can be ignored in the analysis without noticeably influencing the response.

This observation also greatly simplifies the random vibration analysis which is used

in the derivation of the spectrum approach formulations. On the other hand, the ro

tational motions at the base might cause considerable differences in the rotor response

depending on the intensity of these excitation components. Therefore, they should

not be arbitrarily removed without an appropriate evaluation. However, the existence

of the rotational accelerations and velocities does not pose any additional problems

in the response spectrum approach. The studies on both the cases of including and

excluding the rotational base motions are presented later in this thesis.

2.4 Rotor Stability

The prerequisite condition for performing any response analysis for a rotor system

is that it has to be stable all the time. A dynamically unstable rotating machine when

excited by earthquake induced motions will have sustainingly increasing response if

the applied excitation persists (see Figure 2.2). Such a situation will definitely result

in mechanical failures of the system. To ascertain the proper implementation of the

analysis model one has to pay attention to the stability characteristics of the rotating

machinery.

The stability of a rotating system is directly related to its spinning speed. Here

the instability speed is defined as the spinning speed beyond which the response be

comes unbounded. To obtain this instability speed we need to perform the eigenvalue

analysis for the system at various spinning speeds. The complex eigenvalues of the

system can be used to calculate the modal frequencies (Wj) and modal damping ratios

(;3j) as follows:
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(2.2)

(2.3)

where >"j is the eigenvalue of the jth mode. For a stable rotor system all the eigenvalues

must have negative real parts, which also means that all modes should have positive

damping ratios. A positive real part or negative damping ratio implies instability in

the system. Thus to identify the instability speed one plots the algebraically largest

real part of the eigenvalue against the spinning speed, as is done in Figure 2.3 for the

example problem studied in this research. The point at which the curve intersects

the zero axis provides the instability speed. As long as a rotor is operating below the

instability speed, the response under seismic loads will be bounded.

In a finite element analysis of a rotor it has been indicated by Suarez et al. (1992)

that the instability in a system can be masked by inappropriate use of interpolation

functions with a finite element discretization scheme. It was shown that when the

linear interpolation functions were used to model the deformation of a finite element,

the instability did not show up until a large number of finite elements wereconsidered.

The cubic functions, on the other hand, showed the unstable behavior even with a

few finite elements. Because the use of linear interpolation functions is misleading

and inefficient, their use is not recommended for the analysis of rotating systems. In

the numerical work here, therefore, the cubic interpolation functions have been used.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic Formulation and Response

Spectrum Analysis

3.1 Introduction

As indicated in the preceding discussions, the equations of motion of a rotating

system, which are rather complicated to solve in their general form, can be simplified a

great deal by deleting the problematic parametric and nonlinear terms without affect

ing the accuracy of the calculated response. Since these modified equations are linear,

it is possible to develop a response spectrum approach to obtain the design response

for rotating machines. In this chapter, the derivation of such response spectrum

methods is presented for their use with multi-component seismic base excitations.

To use the seismic inputs defined in terms of base spectra, it is necessary that the

modal frequencies and damping ratios of the system be identifiable. To accomplish

this, here a generalized modal analysis approach, applicable to systems which have

general asymmetric matrices in the equations of motion, is adopted. To include the

correlation between the components of the base motion in the development of the
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response spectrum approach, here two models have been considered. In the first

method, the correlation between rotational and translational inputs is defined by

using a travelling seismic wave model, earlier used by Ghafory-Ashtiany and Singh

(1986). This correlation depends upon the direction of the upcoming seismic wave.

Since this direction will not be known a priori, a procedure to calculate the worst

case response is presented. In the second model, the correlation matrix between the

input excitations is defined directly either in terms of cross spectral density functions

or in terms of cross response spectra of the components. In both models the effects

of translational and rotational components have beenseperated out. It is possible

to include or ignore any of these input base motions in the calculation of the rotor

response.

3.2 General Modal Analysis

The modified equations of motion for a rotor system subjected to seismic base

excitations in a finite element model are rewritten in the following form:

no

[Nf] { it} + [<7] {u} + [R] {u} = L {j (t) };
;=1

(3.1 )

The m:"ass matrix [Nf] is the same as that given in equation (2.1), but [C] and [R] are

the system damping and stiffness matrices without parametric terms. The vectors

{j}; on the right hand side comprise of only the linear input terms. In equation (3.1)

the force vector is expressed as a sum of ne terms representing inputs .with different

characteristics. The motivation behind this seperation of terms in the forcing function

was to identify the effect ofthese different types of inputs in the response and evaluate

their individual contributions.
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Since [C] and [k] in equation (3.1) are general matrices without any symmetry,

a generalized modal analysis approach is adopted to solve the vibration problem. In

this approach equation (3.1) is rearranged in the state vector form as follows:

[A]{y} + [B]{y} = {F} (3.2)

where

[A]
[[M] [~]]

o [A1]

[B] [ 0_ [k]]
-[M] 0

{y} {{u}}
{u}

{F} t { {i}; }
;=1 {O}

Note that the total degrees offreedom in the state space is 2nt where nt is the system

degrees of freedom for the finite element rotor model. Also notice that neither of the

matrices [A] and [B] is symmetric.

To decouple the equations of motion in (3.2), we need the solution of the following

adjoint eigenvalue problems associated with the free vibration of the dynamic system

defined:

[B]{ 7PRL

[B]T{7Pdj

-Aj[A]{7PR}j

-Aj[Af{7Pdj (3.3)

where {7PRL· and {7PL L represent the right and left eigenvectors and Aj the corre-

sponding eigenvalue for the j th mode. The modal frequency and damping ratio can
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be calculated from the eigenvalue by-using equations (2.2) and (2.3). The right and

left eigenvectors satisfy the following biorthonormality relationships with respect to

matrices [A] and [B]:

['1JL]T[A]['IJ R]

['1JL]T[B]['IJ R]

in which

[1]

-[A] (3.4)

['1J R] [ { 7,bRh, {'!fJR h, , {7,bR hn,]

['1J L] [{ 7,bdl' {'!fJLh, , {7,bd2n,]

[A] diag()"J)

['1J R] and ['1JL] are called right and left eigenvector matrices and [A] is the diagonal ma

trix of eigenvalues. The first of equation (3.4) is used for normalizing the eigenvectors,

. one set or both, for mathematical convenience.

The state vector {y} in equation (3.2) can be expressed as a linear combination

of the right eigenvectors as:

(3.5)

where {q(t)} is the vector of principal coordinates. By the substitution of equation

(3.5) into equation (3.2), premultiplication of the resulting equation by ['1J L ]T, and

finally imposition of the biorthonormality condition given in equation (3.4), we obtain

the following uncoupled set of equations for the principal coordinates:

The jth equation of (3.6), which can be written as:
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can be solved to define the principal coordinate qj as follows:

(3.8)

In this solution, it is assumed that the system starts from rest.

Any response quantity S(t) which is a linear function of the nodal displacements

and velocities can always be defined as:

S(t) = {TV {y(t)} (3.9)

where {T} is the transformation vector of size (2nt x 1). Generally speaking, almost

all the fundamental response quantities that designers are interested in, such as the

disk displacements, bearing forces, moments or dynamic stresses in the rotor shaft, are

linearly related to the state vector {y}. The elements of the transformation vector

{T} depend upon the response quantity sought. They are defined in terms of the

physical and mechanical properties of the system. Combining equations (3.5) and

(3.9), we obtain:

2n t

S(t) = L)T}T {~R})qj(t)
j=1

(3.10)

The final form of the dynamic response by modal analysis thus can be written as

follows:

(3.11)

To thoroughly explore the effect of various terms in the base inputs {F( t)}, the

force vector is rearranged in the following way:

{F(t)} f { {j}; }
;=1 {O}
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ne

E{r};E;(t) = [r]{E(t)}
;=1

(3.12)

where [r] = [{rh, {rh,"', {r}nel, is the influence coefficient matrix ofsize (2nt x ne)

formed by rotor constants; {E} = {El,E2 ,···,Ene V is the vector of excitation

components at the base. For the following three cases, this vector is defined as

follows:

1. n e = 3, when only the translational acceleration inputs are consi~ered.

(3.13)

2. n e = 6, when both the translational and rotational acceleration components are

considered.

(3.14)

3. n e = 9, when the complete set with three translational acceleration, three rota-

tional acceleration, and three rotational velocity excitation terms is considered.

(3.15)

Substituting equation (3.12) into equation (3.11) produces an expression connecting

the rotor modal response with the input motions at the base as:

where
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3.3 Random Vibration Formulations

In the response spectrum approach, the earthquake induced ground motion com

ponents at the base of the machines are modeled as correlated stationary random

processes. For such excitations, we first obtain the root mean square response which.

is calculated for stochastic inputs characterized by their spectral density functions.

This response value is then amplified by a peak factor to obtain the maximum re

sponse, or the design response, of the system. This design response can finally be

expressed in terms of the spectra of the base motion components.

To define the correlation between the components of the base motion, here the

travelling seismic wave model is used for machines sitting on the ground. In this

model, the rotational components are expressed as the spatial derivatives of the

translational components as originally proposed by Newmark (1969). For the ma

chines located in a building, the corelation between the input components at the base

of the machine is determined by the response analysis of the building. The auto and

cross floor response spectra are then used to define the correlation matrix for the

calculation of the design response of the rotating system. Both cases are considered

in the following sections.

3.3.1 Travelling Seismic Wave Model

Earthquake motions felt by a structure with respect to an arbitrary set of axes

are generally statistically correlated. One way to study the effect of this correlation

is to model the ground motions as a travelling wave. It has been observed that

a set of axes exist along which three ground motion components are uncorrelated.

These orthogonal axes are called as the principal axes and the three corresponding
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independent excitations are called as the principal exciation compone~ts. The input

components acting along the axes of the structure can be expressed in terms of the

principal components through certain transformations. The response of the structure

will depend on the relative orientation of the structure with respect to the impinging

wave. As this orientation will never be known in advance, it is of interest to obtain

the maximum response irrespective of the structural orientation. This maximum

response is also referred to as the worst-case response. To compute this maximum

response for a rotating machine, we will adopt an approach similar to the one used

by Ghafory-Ashtiany and Singh (1986) for stationary civil structures.

Let (Xl, X2, X3) represent the structural coordinate system and (x~, x~, x~) be the

principal cooJdinate system. There is a geometric transformation matrix relating

these two system of axes as:

=[Df

X'
I

X'2

X'3

, [D] = d21 d22 d23 (3.17)

where dmn =the direction cosine of the mth principal axis with respect to the nth

structural axis. The translational acceleration components Xl X2 and X3 along the

structural axes can be expressed in terms of the principal excitations ;i;'l ;i;'2 and ;i;'3

using the matrix of direction cosines as:

(3.18)

where {E'} = {;i;'l' x'2, X'3} T is a (3 xl) vector of principal exci tation components. To

obtain the base rotational input components, Ghafory-Ashtiany and Singh (1986) fol

lowed the method described by Newmark (1969) with some simplifying assumptions.
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A rotational component of excitation was defined as:

(J
" Id( .... )
k=---X·-X·

2c dt J •
(3.19)

where c is the apparent wave velocity and i j k are in 1 2 3 permutations denoting

the axes. In this research, we will also adopt equation (3.19) to develop a methodical

procedure for including the rotational effects in the calculation of the rotor response.

Consistent with equation (3.19), the rotational accelerations and velocities with

respect to the structural axes can then be written as follows:

8l 0 -1 1 Xl

1 d
82

--- I 0 -1 X22c dt

(J3 -1 1 0 X3

0 -1 1
1 d

[Df{E'}--- I 0 -12c dt

-1 1 0

and

(Jl 0 -1 1 Xl

1
82

-- I 0 -1 X22c

83 -1 1 0 X3

0 -1 1
1

[Df{E'}
2c 1 0 -1

-1 1 0

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

By consolidating the above equations, we can write for the complete base motion

inputs to the rotor in terms of the principal excitations as follows:
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in which the auxiliary transformation matrices [GIl and [G2l are different for each

case of the excitation vector {E}. These are defined as follows:

1. For three-component input, {E} = {Xl, X2, x3F

1 0 0

[GIl 0 1 0

0 0 1
3x3 (3.25)

0 0 0

[G2l 0 0 0

0 0 0
3x3

2. For six-component input, {E} = {Xl, X2, X3, 01,O2, 03}T

1 0 0 0 a a

[GIl 0 1 a a a a

a a 1 a a a
3x6 (3.26)

a a a 0 -1 1

[G2l a a a 1 a -1

0 a a -1 1 a
3x6

3. For nine-component input, {E} = {XI,X2,X3,01,02,03,81l 82,83F

1 a 0 a a a a -1/2c 1/2c

[GIl a 1 a a a a 1/2c 0 -1/2c

a a 1 a a a -1/2c 1/2c a
3x9 (3.27) .

a a a a -1 1 a a a

[G2l a a a 1 a -1 a a a

a 0 a -1 1 a a a a
3x9
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In order to get the worst-case response of a rotor under stochastic loadings one

has to first evaluate the mean square response. For this we obtain the autocorrelation

function for the response quantity S(t) using equation (3.16)as follows:

EX[S(t 1 )S(t2)] = I:~ lt 1 lt2
{1]HEx[ {E( Td }{E(T2)}T]{ 7] h

j=lk=l 0 0

e Aj (tl- T1)eA.(t2-T2) d1"l d1"2 (3.28)

where Ex[ ] stands for the expected value. Ex[{E(Tl)}{E(T2)V] in the equation

above is the correlation matrix of the structural excitations. It can be expanded in

the following form for the model given by equation (3.24):

where Ex[ {E'(Td}{ E'( 1"2)V] now denotes the correlation matrix for principal exci-

tations. This correlation matrix is a diagonal matrix of size (3 x 3) because the three

principal components are uncorrelated.

Although the earthquake motions are not stationary in nature, the assumption

that the principal inputs are stationary random processes has been found useful in

earlier studies. This assumption is now widely employed for developing response

spectrum methods used in seismic analysis of structures. In this work also we make

this assumption to develop a spectrum approach for rotating machines.

For stationary principal excitation components, the correlation matrix can be

expressed in terms of the spectral density function matrix as follows:

(3.30)

where [epp] = diag(~I) for l = 1,2,3 with ~I(W) being the spectral density function of

the lth principal excitation. Combining equation (3.29) and equation (3.30) we then
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obtain

(3.31)

By making use of the following identity:

3

[Df[<pp][D] = L)d}I<I>I(w){d}T
1=1

in which {d}T is the lth row ofthe direction cosine matrix [D], equation (3.31) yields

Expanding the previous equation and taking the proper time derivatives, the corre-

lation matrix of the excitations with respect to the rotor coordinates can be written

as follows:

Ex[{E(Tl)}{E(T2)f] = t JOO <I>1(w)([GdT{d}l{d}T[G1 ]

1=1 -00

2 .

+:c2[G2]T{d}dd}T[G2]+ ~:([G2f{d}l{d}T[Gl]

- [Gd {d}I{ d}T[G2]))eiw(TI-T2)dw (3.33)

From equation (3.33) it can be dead:y recognized that the first two terms indicate the

autocorrelation effects of the translational and rotational inputs, respectively, while

the remaining part describes the associated cross correlation between the translational

and rotational components.

By substituting the correlation matrix given by equation (3.33) into equation

(3.28) the autocorrelation function of response S(t) becomes:
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(3.34)

In the equation shown above, the part involving the double integral over T1 and T2

can be carried out seperately. For a stationary process with relatively large t 1 and t 2

the integral can be obtained as follows:

Equation (3.34) hence can be written as

3 2n, 2n, 100 eiW(tl-t2) .

LLL ~I(W). .
1=1 j=1 k=1 -00 (~W - Aj)(-~w - Ak)
({ 1]}]lG1V{d}d d}T[G1]{1]h

2 .

+~2 {7]};lG2]T{d}dd}T[G2]{7]h

+~~ ({ 1] H[G2V{d}d d}T[G1]{ 7] h

- {1]HlGd T {d}l{d}j[G2]{1]})k))dw (3.35)

The stationary mean square value of the rotor response at any time t can be calculated

by setting t1 = t 2 = t in the expression for the autocorrelation function to render:

3 2n, 2n, 100 ~I(W) .
EX[S2(t)] = L L L

1=1j=1k=1 -00 (iw - Aj)(-iw - Ak)

({~d; {d}d d}f{P1 h + ~: {P2}] {d}d d}T {P2 h

+~~({P2H{d}dd}T{P1h - {pdJ{d}dd}T{P2h))dw (3.36)

in which {pdj and {pdj are (3 x 1) vectors defined as:
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Equation (3.36) can be further modified by utilizing the transpose property of scalar

quantities, such as {pdl {d}1 = {d}f(pdj· The mean square response can then be

presented in a condensed form by matrix notations as:

3

Ex[S2(t)] = I:{d}T ([R 1 ]1 + [R2]1 + [R3 ]1){ dh
1=1

3

I:{d}f[R]/{d}1
1=1

(3.38)

[Rh appearmg m the equation above is a (3 x 3) Hermitian matrix with typical

elements expressed in terms of the entries of matrices [RIh, [R2]land [R3h. They are

defined as:

Rmnl = R 1mnl + R2mn, + R3mn, m, n, 1= 1,2,3

, 00' 2n! 2n t

R = j zw <i> (w) """ """ P2jmPlkn - PIjm P2kn dw
3mn l 2 I ~ ~ (. \ ) (" \ )

-00 C j=1 k=1 ZW - Aj -zw - Ak
(3.39)

where Pljm and P2kn are the mth and nth elements of vectors {PI Land {P2h respec

tively.

To calculate the response by a spectrum approach, the elements of the matrices in

equation (3.38) have to be expressed in terms of the modal frequencies and damping

ratios obtained from the eigenvalue analysis. It is necessary here to point out that in

a rotating machine with fluid film bearings, there are usually some real eigenvalues

and corresponding real eigenvectors in addition to the paired complex and conjugate

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These real eigenproperties require a somewhat different
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treatment in the derivations. In the following formulation, the effect of the real eigen-

properties on the response is seperated out from those of the complex eigenproperties.

Let n e be the number of real eigenvalues and n r be the number of pairs of complex

and conjugate ones, with n e +2nr = 2nt. We divide the real and complex eigenvalues

Aj and their corresponding modal coefficients Pljm and P2jm as follows:

• Real eigenproperties: for j = 1 to nr ,

P'ijm = e1jm

• Complex eigenproperties: for j = 1 to ne ,

e 'bP2jm = a2jm + z 2jm

• Complex conjugate eigenproperties: for j = 1 to ne ,

Ace = -(3'w' - iw·jl - (32) )) ) )

ee 'bPljm = aljm - Z 1jm

ce 'bP2jm = a2jm - Z 2jm

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

where the superscripts 1', C, and cc denote real, complex, and complex conjugate.

The subsequent derivations are focused on [R1]1 alone and the formulations for

[R2]1 and [R3]1 can be constructed in the same way. Consider a summation term over

index j appearing in R1mnl shown in equation (3.39). We split this summation term

into its real and complex modes as follows:

2ntL Pljm

, iw - A·)=1 )

nr pr nc e eeL 1jm + L (,Pljm e + Pljm )
. iw - ). ': . ZW - ). . iw _ ).ee

)=1 J )=1 ) )
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. , ..
,

(3.43)

where equations (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42) have been used to define terms in (3.43) as:

Zljm a1jmj3jWj - b1jmWjV1 - j3J

1
(3.44)

Similarly, we can write for the other summation term over index k as:

2nt . nr nc

'"" Plkn '"" elkn 2 '""( . )H"()L...J. = L...J. + LJ Zlkn - zwalkn k W
k=1 -zw- Ak k=1 -zw + D:k k=1

(3.45)

In these two expressions Hj is the classical frequency response function of a second

order differential equation of a single degree of freedom oscillator with frequency Wj

and damping ratio j3j and the asterisk (*) as superscript means complex conjugate.

Substituting equations (3.43) and (3.45) into equation (3.39) provides:

where

(3.46)

r 2mn

r3mn

n r n rL E( ,e1jm )( elkn )
j=1 k=1 ZW + D:J -zw + D:k

n r n c

2E E( ,eIjm )(Zlkn - iwa1kn)Hk
j=1 k=1 ZW + D:j

n c nr

.+2 E 'E( .elkn )(Zljm + iWa1jm)Hj
j=1 k=1 -zw + D:k

nc "c

4 E E(Zljm + iWa1jm)(Zlkn - iwalkn)HjH;
j=lk=l

(3.47)

Through extensive algebraic manipulations r I mn , r 2mn , and r 3mn can be reduced to

the following more useful form:
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no

r 3mn = 41)Zl]mZljn +aljmaljnW2)IHjl2
j=l

nc-l n c

+4 L L (No + N2w2+ N4w4+ N6W6)IHjI2IHkI2
j=l k=j+l

(3.48)

where (Lo,L2,L4 ) and (No,N2,N4 ,N6) are all constants and the explicit expressions

of these quantities which also are functions of indices j, k, m and n are listed in

Appendix B. In order to present R1mnl in terms of the frequency integrals which are

associated with the input spectra required in the spectrum approach, terms in r 2mn

and r 3":'n need to be further expanded into partial fractions as:

X j lHj l2+Yjw21Hj l
2

+Xk1Hk1
2+hw21Hk l

2 (3.49)

in which (U,V,lV) and (Xj,Yj,Xk,Yk) are defined as follows:

W [L 4(wj - a~gj) + L2a~ - Lo]/(ak +wj - a~gj)

V [Lo+wj(W - L,d]/a~ (3.50)

U L4 - W

and

X k ~:k [(wJ - wZ)(N4 - gk N6 - W;;4 No)

- (gj - gk)(N2 - wtN6 - w;;4gk No)]

Yk t-[(1 - n~k)(N2 - wtN6 - W;;4 gk No))k (3.51)
- (gj - nJkgk)(N4 - gk N6 - w;;4No)]

X ~(No - wjXk)] "'k

Y N6 - YkJ
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where

gj

gk

w}( 4;3} - 2)

wz( 4;3Z - 2)

fljk

Wj

Wk

(wJ - wt)(l - nJk) - (gj - gk)(gj - nJkgk)

(3.52)

Based on equations (3.46), (3.48) and (3.49), the final form of R1mnl is written as:

~ ,n~l ~ (eljmelkn +eljnelkm)(' ')
R1mn! = L.J eljmeljnJOIJ + L.J L.J CijJOlj + CikJOlk

j=l j=l k=j+l Cij + Cik
n c nr

+22: 2: (U1 JOlk + ViiOlj + W1 i 2lj )
j=lk=l
no

+4 2:(ZljmZljniOlj + alJmaljni2lj)
j=l
no -1 no

+4 2: 2: (XjliOlj + Yj1i 21j + Xkliolk + Ykli2lk)
j=l k=j+l

where

, 100 eI>1(W)
J Olj = 2 2 dw

-00 w + Cij

(3.53)

Note that the supplementary subscripts 1 for (U,V,lfT
) and (Xj,Yj,Xk,Yk ) appearing

in equation (3.52) indicate that these computed coefficients correspond to the part

[R1]1 to distinguish from those obtained for [R2 ]1 and [R3]l. It can be recognized from

the expression for R1mn1 that the terms under single summation designate the contri

butions from the individual modes whereas those under double summation indicate

the effect from the interaction between the modes, real as well as complex ones.
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The frequency integrals i Olj and i 21j defined in equation (3.53) are the mean square

values of the relative displacement and relative velocity responses, respectively, of an

oscillator with dynamic parameters l.J..,'j and (3j subjected to the principal excitation in

the lth direction. Likewise, ]olj represents the mean square response for the relative

velocity of a massless oscillator with frquency Cij under the Ith principal excitation.

The governing differential equations of these two systems are:

(3.54)

where u and v are the displacement and velocity responses and Xii is the se1srruc

motion along Ith principal direction. 1£ only the translational inputs are considered

in the analysis then from equation (3.39), Rmn1 = R1mnl . Equation (3.52) itself can,

therefore, be used to obtain the response matrix [R]I because the modal coefficient

vector {P2L involved in calculating [R2]1 and [R3]1 is equal to zero for this case, as

shown in equation (3.25).

The preceding procedure can also be applied to derive the expressions for [R2]1

and [R3 ]I. These expressions in their final form are presented in the following without

repeated elaboration:

1 n r
A

4 2 (~= e2jme2JnJ21j
C j=l

-_+ n~l ~ (e2jme2kn + e2jne2km)( J' + JA )
LJ LJ Cij 21j Cik 21k
j=l k=j+1 Cij +Cik

n c nr

+2 L '2JU2J21k + v2i 21j + W2i 41j )
j=lk=l
n c

+4 L(Z2j;"Z2jni2Ij + a2jma2jni41j)
j=l
"c-1 nc

+4 L L (Xj2i21j + lj2i41j + Xk2i21k + Yk2i4lk)}

j=l k=j+1
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and

where

nc n r

+2 L L,(U3JO/k +V3io,j +w3i 2/ j )

j=lk=1
n c

+4 L,(aljm Z2jn + aljn Z2jm - Zljm a 2jn - Zljn a 2jm)i2lj
j=l
nc -1 n c

+4 L, L (Xj3 i o/j +03i2/j +Xk3iolk + yk3 i 2/k )}
j=1 'k=J+l

(3.56)

(3.57)

Two additional frequency integrals i 41j and lUj are introduced in the above equa-

tions. These are the mean square values of the relative acceleration response for a

single-degree-of-freedom oscillator (Wj, (3j) and a massless oscillator (a j) respectively.

However, they can be expressed in terms of the previously defined frequency integrals

as follows:

where

(3.58)

The integral i l is the area under the spectral density function. It represents the

mean square value of the ground acceleration when subjected to the lth principal
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excitation. The subscripted constants (Ui,"'i,Wd, and (Xji,Yii,Xki,Yki ) are calculated

through the process of partial fraction expansions described in equations (3.49), (3.50)

and (3.51) in which the coefficients of polynomials L(w) = Lo + L2w2 + L4w4 and

N(w) = No + N 2w2 + N4w4 + N6w6 are provided in Appendix B for [R1]1, [R2]1, and

[R3h individually.

Through the foregoing approach, the 3 x 3 response matrix [R]I can finally be

written in terms of the dynamic properties of the rotor system and random response

characteristics of the excitation inputs as follows:

R mnl =

n c nr

+ L L {/-lCT 11 + OJoik +V10lj +W121j }
j=lk=1
nc
""' a2jm a2jn' , ,

+L.,,{ 2 II+/-lUOIj+/-l~I2rj}
j=1 C

nc-1 nc

+ L L {/-lcc ir + X)olj + fj121j +xk10lk +Yk121d
j=1 k=j+l

(3.59)

With Rmnl defined as above, equation (3.38) can be used to calculate the rotor

response if {d}r the direction of the attacking seismic wave is known. Since the on-

entation of the principal excitations relative to the rotor axis is impossible to predict,

our goal is to obtain the worst-case response, that is, the maximum value of the re-

ponse quantity irrespective of the direction of the coming wave. The methodology

proposed by Ghafory-Ashtiany and Singh (1986) is adopted in this work to evaluate

this maximum response.
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3.3.2 Correlation Matrix Model

The preceding formulation developed from a seismic wave model can be used for

analyzing rotating machines that are directly excitated by the ground motions. For

the rotor systems mounted on the higher floors of a building, or placed on raised

pedestals (like turbines in power plants), the base excitations are defined by the

motion of the supports. The components of the support motion can be correlated in

this case, even when the input motions at the base of the supporting structures are

uncorrelated.

For stochastic analysis, the input correlation can be defined in terms of the corre

lation matrix. In this model, the correlation matrix is directly expressed in terms of

the auto and cross spectral density functions of the base motion components. These

auto and cross spectral density functions depend upon the characteristics of the sup

porting structure as well as the motion at the base of the structure. To define these

auto and cross spectral density functions, a dynamic analysis of the primary struc

ture is required. Assuming that the interaction between rotating ma.chines and the

supporting structure can be ignored, the method. developed by Singh and Burdisso

(1987) can be used to provide these auto and cross spectral density functions of the

base excitation components.

In this model, the matrix of input correlation Ex[{E(Tl)}{E(T2)V] in equation

(3.28) can be expressed as follows:

(3.60)

where the spectral density function matrix [cI>EE] is of size (n e x ne ). Substituting

the above equation in equation (3.28) and making use of the procedure presented in

the previous section to carry out the double integral over Tl and T2, the mean square
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response for S (t) can be wri t ten in the following form:

2n, 2
n

t 100 {ryF[<PEE]{ryh
Ex[S2(t)] = L L . J . dw

j=lk=l -00 (zw - Aj)(-ZW - Ak)

fj~E~I: ~rnn(W)(iwq::, ))( -i~"'- A, )dw (3.61)

in which <P mn denotes the typical entry in matrix [<PEEl and 7Jjm is the mth element

of vector {7J} j.

The diagonal terms, <pm(w), appearing in the correlation matrix [<PEEl are the auto

spectral density functions for each individual excitation. The off-diagonal elements

~mn(w) represent the cross spectral density functions characterizing the correlation

between the corresponding two input components. For a random process the auto

spectral density function is always a real and even function. The cross spectral

density function of any two random processes is a complex function consisting of

the coincident and quadrature components. In terms of these components we can

write a cross spectral density function in the following manner:

<p~n(W) + i1>~n(w)

<P:nn(w)

<p~n(w) - i<P~n(w) mofn (3.62)

where the superscript(*) marks for complex conjugate. The coincident <p~n(w) are

even functions, whereas the quadrature <I>~'In(w) are odd functions. In the subsequent

derivations, we will also use the following relationship:

(3.63)

To develop the expressions for the mean square response of S(t), the eigenval-

ues and participation coefficients are divided into the real, complex, and complex
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conjugate parts as follows:

{
,X': -OJ j = 1 to nrJ

Tl;m
Iejm

{
,Xc -,Bjwj + iWJ VI - ;3J j = 1 to ncJ

c I 'b'Tljm ajm + l jm

{ Ai' -;3jwj - iWjJI - /3J j = 1 to nc

Tl~c I 'b'
Jm ajm - l jm

(3.64)

Following the procedure presented in the previous section for the development of

equations (3.43) and (3.45), the double summation term over indices j and k in

equation (3.61) can also be rewritten in the following form:

where

(3.65)

f'2 mn

f'3mn

where

nr nr I ,

E E(, ejm )( ,ekn )
j=1 k=l ZW + OJ -lW + Ok

nr nc e',
2{E E(, Jm )(z~n - iwa~n)H;(w)

j=1 k=l ZW +OJ
"c nr ,

+E E( .ekn )(zjm + iwajm)Hj(w)}
j=1 k=1 -ZW + Ok

"c n c

4 E E(zjm +iwajm)(z~n - iwa~n)Hj(w)H;(w)
j=1k=1

(3.66)

The expression for the mean square response is also expanded as follows:
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+I:1 t JOO {iJ!mn(flmn + f'2mn + f'3 mJ
m=1 n=m+1 -00

+iJ!nm(f'1nm + f'2 nm + f'3 nm )}dw (3.67)

in which each term has to be evaluated individually. The resulting forms are pre

sented, without listing the details of the lengthy algebraic operations in the interme-

diate steps, as follows:

I'1 mm iJ!mm =

n c

iJ!mm {4 L(Z;m 2 + ajm 2W2)IHj 1
2

j=1
nc-l n c

+4 L L IHj I
2

IHkI 2(N;o + N;2w2 + N;4W4 + N;6W6 )}
j=1 k=j+1

nr e', e'.
(iJ!mn + iJ!nmHj; wr~ :;

n r -1 n r

+ f; kE}imn + i nm )(w2~ a; + w2~a~)}
nr-l nr

- (iJ!mn - iJ!nmH L L iw(rmn -inm)
j=1 k=j+1
1

w2 + a~)}

n c

(<P mn + <fI nm H4 L(zjmzjn + ajmajnw2)IHjl2
j=1
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n c -1 nc

+4 L L IHj l
21Hk l

2

j=l k=j+1
(N~o + N~2W2 + N~4W4 + N~6W6)}

nc

- (epmn - epnm){4 L iw(ajmzjn - ajn zijm)IHj l2
)=1

nc-1 nc

+4 L L iwlHj l
2

1Hkl 2

j=l k=J=l
(N~o + N~2W2 + N~4W4 + N~6W6)} (3.68)

in which the constant Imn and the coefficients in polynomials Li(w) = Lio + Li2w2 +

C. These expressions can be further simplified by using the definitions for coincident

and quadrature spectral functions given in equation (3.63). With the expansion of

the terms into partial fractions, similar to those shown in equation (3.49), we obtain:

I'lmm epmm =

nc

epm {4 L(zjm21Hj l2+ ajm 2W
21Hj 1

2)
j=l

n c -1 n c

+4 L L (Xj11Hj12 + Yj1 w2
1 Hjl2

. J=l k=j+1
+X~1IHkI2 +Y:1w21Hk 1

2
)}

(3.70)

(3.71)

nr e', e' n r -1 n r

ep~n {2 L w:: :2 + 2 L L (imn + inm)
. J=l J J=l k=J+1

a· ak

(w 2 ; a; + w2+ a~)}
nr -1 nr

+wep~n{2 L L (Imn -Inm)
j=l k=j+1

1 1
(w2 +a; w2+ a~)} (3.72)
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<I>~n{4E~(W2; a~ +V;IHj I2 +W;w2
I HjI2)}

nc nr U'
+w<I>~n{4L L( 2 3 2 +V;IHj I

2
j=lk=l W + (Xk

+W~w2IHjI2)} (3.73)

nc

<I>~n{8 L(zjmzjnlHjl2 + ajmajnw2lHjl2)
j=l

nc- 1 "c

+8 L L (Xj21Hj12 +Y;2w2 1Hj12
j=l k=j+1

+X~2IHkI2 +Y:2w
2IHkI2)}

nc

+w<I>~n{8 L(ajnzjm - ajmzjn)IHjl2
j=l

nc -1 "c

+8 L L (Xj31Hj12 +Yj3w2
1Hjl2

j=l k=j+1
+X~3IHkI2 + Y:3w

2IHkI
2)} (3.74)

The response in equation (3.67) can be expressed through the six terms in equations

(3.69) to (3.74). The first three terms represent the effect of individual excitation

components, whereas the remaining three indicate the effect of their correlation with

each other.

The mean square response shown in equation (3.67) can now be expressed in terms

of the following frequency integrals defined for the auto, coincident, and quadrature

power spectral density functions:

I~m

Itm

Igmn

Igmn

ISmn

ISmn

I: IHj I2<I>m(w)dwI: IHj I2w2<I>m(w)dwI: IHjI2<I>~n(w)dwI: IHjI2w2<I>~n(w)dw

I: IHjI2w<I>~n(w)dw

I: IHjI2w3<I>~n(w)dw (3.75)
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(3.76)

which are the mean square relative displacement and velocity responses of an oscillator

with parameters W J and f3j, and

;
00 1

'2 21>m(w)dw
-00 W +aj

;00 2 1 21>~n(w)dw
-00 W +aj

]

00 W

2 21>~n(w)dw
-00 W + aj

equivalent to the mean square values for the relative velocity response of a massless

oscillator with frequency aj, under the random floor excitation characterized by the

corresponding spectral functions. The final expression for the mean square response

of a rotating machine can then be written in terms of the frequency integrals as

follows:

ne nr nr-l nr

2: {2: ejm 2J/m+ 2: 2: 2imm(ajJ/m +akJtm)
m=1 j=1 j=1 k=j+l

n c "r

+2: l: 2(U; Jtm +V;I~m + W;I~m)
j=lk=1
n c

+ L 4(zjm 2I~'m + ajm 2I~m)
j=1
nc -1 nc

+ L L 4(XjlI~m + Y;II~m +X£I Iokm + Y~II~m)}
j=1 k=j+l

ne-l "e n r

+ l: I: {I:2ejm ejn JjSnn
m=1 n=m+l j=1

nr-l n r

+ I: I: [2{tmn + inm)(ajJjSnn + akJfmn)
j=1 k=j+l
+2{tmn -inm)(J?mn - J~n)]
n c nr

+l: l:[4(U~Jfmn+V;Ig mn + W;Igmn )
j=1 k=l .
+4(U~J~mn + V;ISmn + W~ISmn)]
n c

+ l: 8[zjmzjnIgmn + ajmajnIgmn
j=1

(
I I I I )1Q ]+ ajnZjm - ajmzjn Djmn

nc-l n c

+ L l: [8(Xj2 Igmn+ Yj2 Igmn + X£2I~mn + Y~2Igmn)
j=1 k=j+l
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3.4 Response Spectrum Approach

The formulation derived in the previous sections provides a step-by step method

ology for obtaining the root mean square response of a rotor system. For design

purposes, however, the maximum response or the design response is of primary inter

est. Here we will extend equation (3.59) and (3.77) to obtain the design response of

a rotating machine by a response spectrum approach where the base inputs defined

in terms of ground response spectra or floor response spectra can be directly used.

To calculate the design response Sd, the root mean square value should be ampli

fied by an appropriate peak factor as:

(3.78)

where Ps is the corresponding peak factor which is usually related to the level of

probability of exceedance. In order to obtain the design response in equation (3.78)

the frequency integrals involving spectral density functions will have to be expressed

in terms of response spectrum values, since in the response spectrum method the base

motions are described by the response spectra curves.

Let 'Plj and Vlj represent, respectively, the pseudo acceleration and relative veloc

ity ground response spectra of the lth input component at frequency Wj and damping

ratio (3j, and ~h represent the lth maximum ground acceleration; likewise, the relative

velocity response spectrum for a massless oscillator with parameter aj subjected to

the lth excitation is denoted by 2 1j . Then, the frequency integrals can also be written
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in terms of the above response spectrum quantities as follows:

1/ (~)2
Pg1

I O/j (
P1j 2)2

P01jWj

12/j ( Vlj )2
pV / j

JOlj
( Zlj )2

P Z / j
(3.79)

(3.80)

where Pg/l POlj ' PVtj ' and PZ1j are the associated peak factors. From equations (3.78)

and (3.79) the squared maximum response of the rotor based on the seismic wave

model is expressed as:

3

Si = Ps
2 2::{d}f[RHdh

1=1
3

L {d}f[n]1 {dh
. 1=1

where [n]1 = pnR]1 is the response matrix of input ground spectra. Each term of

[n]1 is obtained through multiplying the corresponding element in [R]I by the response
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Qalj
Ps
Pa/j

QUli
Ps--

PU1i

QZ1i

Ps
PZ1j

(3.82)

In equation (3.81) every term is associated with a peak factor ratio. These peak factor

ratios can be different from one another and they can be analytically determined if

desired. Nevertheless, often such refinements may not be necessary. It is commonly

assumed that the modal peak factors for the base acceleration and for the pseudo

acceleration and relative velocity responses of a single degree of freedom system as

well as for a massless oscillator are the same as Ps • This implies that all ratios in

equation (3.82) are equal to one. Under this assumption, equation (3.81) is simplified

to provide the following expression for calculating the design response in terms of the

base motion spectra:

(3.83)

By comparing this equation with equation (3.59), it is evident that the design

response can be directly computed from equation (3.59) if all the frequency integrals

appearing in that expression are replaced by the corresponding input spectrum val-

ues. Making the similar assumption about the equality of the peak factors in the

expressions derived for the correlation matrix model, we can also develop a spectrum
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approach for calculating the design response for this case as follows:

n e "r nr -1 nr

EX[S2(t)] = L {L ejm 2(Z/m)2 + L L 2imm[aj(Z/m)2 +ak(Z~)2]
m=l j=l j=l k=j+1

+ f= f 2[U~(ztm)2 + v;( P~)2 + W;(V/mn
j=lk=l Wj
nc pA

+ L 4[z;m 2( j~)2 +ajm\V/m)2]
j=l Wj

+n~l ~ 4[X' (Pfm)2 +Y' (VA )2
LJ LJ J1 w2 . . J1 Jm
j=l k=j+1 J

+X~l (P~m)2 + Y:1 (vtm)2]}
W k

ne-l n e n r

+ L L {L 2ejmej·n(Z~n)2
m=l n=m+1 J=l

nr -1 nr

+ L L (2(,mn + inm)[aAZYmn)2 + ak(Zfmn)2]
j=l k=j+1
+2(,mn - inm)[(Z~n)2 - (Z~mn)2])

+ f= f=(4[U~(Zfmn)2 + v;( Pf~n)2 + W~(VYmn)2]
~lb1 ~

+4[U~(Z~n)2 +v;( P~n)2 + W~(V~m)2])
Wj

~ 8[' '(. Pfmn)2 , '(Ve )2+ LJ ZjmZjn -2- +ajmajn jmn
j=l Wj

( ' ,. ,,)(P~n)2]+ ajnZjm - ajmZjn -2-
Wj

+y:1 f: (8[X;2(Pf~n)2 + Y;2(VJ~n)2 + X~2( Pf;n)2
j=l k=j+1 Wj Wk

+Y:2(Vfmn)2] +8[Xj3( P~n)2 + Y;3(V~n)2
Wj

. +X~3( P~;n)2 + Y:3(V~mn)2])} (3.84)
Wk

In this expression, Pf'm and Vfm are the mth auto floor spectra for the pseudo ac

celeration and relative velocity response, respectively, of a second order oscillator;

PFnn' Vfmn, and P~n, V~n represent the associated cross floor response spectra

between the mth and nth inputs corresponding to the coincident and quadrature
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components,and Zlm, Zfmn 1 Z~n denote the auto and cross floor spectra for the rel-

ative velocity response of a first order massless system. Using equation (3.84) we can

calculate the design response of a rotating machine sitting on the floor of a building

which is subjected to seismic base motions.

3.5 Summary

Equations (3.59) and (3.7i) provide the expreSSIOns for calculating the mean

square response by the stochastic analysis for seismic inputs defined in terms of spec-

tral density functions. In equation (3.59) the spectral density functions are for the

principal excitation components, whereas in equation (3.77) the spectral density func-

tions are for the floor motions. To obtain these floor spectral density functions, one

must analyze the primary structure for seismic excitations applied at its base. These

equations will be used in the following chapter to obtain numerical results for the

mean square response of a rotor system in a parametric study.

Equations (3.83) and (3.84), on the other hand, provide the expressions for cal-

culating the design response by the response spectrum approach. In equation (3.83)

the input spectra of the base excitations are for the principal components, whereas

in equation (3.84) the input spectra are for the floor motions. These latter spectra

are defined in terms of the auto and cross response spectra of various components of

the motions of a floor on which the rotating machine is placed. These spectra are

obtained from the analysis of the supporting structure, as described by Singh and

Burdisso (1987). These response spectrum expressions have also been used in the

following chapter to compute the design rotor response.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Results

4.1 Introduction

IIi this chapter, we present some numerical results for an example problem of

a shaft-disk-bearing system using the equations developed in the previous chapter.

The expressions for calculating rotor responses given in Chapter 3 are quite general.

These expressions include both the real and complex eigenproperties of the system

and individually identify their contributions to a response quantity. Also the effects

of the rotational ~cceleration and rotational velocity inputs on the total response

have been separated out from those of the translatonal components. Here we will use

these expressions to numerically evaluate the contributions of these different terms to

a response quantity to examine if any terms can be deleted to simplify the analysis.

In particular, we will evaluate how important the terms associated with the real

eigenproperties are. We will also investigate under what situations the contribution of

the rotational components is significant. In the development of the response spectrum

approach in the preceding chapter, simplifying assumptions such as stationarity of the

earthquake input and system response and equality of the peak factors were made.
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In this chapter we will also verify the applicability of the proposed response spectrum

method developed with such assumptions by a numerical simulation study.

4.2 Example Rotor-Bearing System

To obtain the numerical results, the rotor-bearing system shown in Figure 4.1 has

been .considered. This rotor system was also used by Earles et al. (1987) and Suarez

et al. (1992) in their numerical example. The physical and mechanical properties of

this system are given in Table 4.1. The rotor operates at a spinning speed of 880

rpm which is well below the instability speed of 2295 rpm. To analyze this system,

the shaft was discretized into 14 finite elements. The displacement field over each

element was defined by the cubic beam interpolation functions. The total number of

degrees of freedom of this example problem is 60.

This rotating system was analyzed to obtain its eigenvalues and left and right

eigenvectors. A first few frequencies and damping ratios of the system are shown in

Table 4.2. These eigenproperties were used in the calculation of numerical results.

The response values have been obtained for the two displacements D x and D y of

the disk and for two force components Fx and Fy at one of the two bearings in the

horizontal and vertical directions.

4.3 Seismic Inputs

Stochastic Inputs

The stochastic models for the principal components of the ground motion were

defined by the three-term Kanai-Tajimi spectral density functions of the following

form:
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Figure 4.1: Configuration of the rotor system considered for study
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Table 4.1: Physical and mechanical properties of the rotor

Disk mass, md 5670 kg
Transverse moment of inertia, Ix 3550 kg·m2

Polar moment of inertia, I p 7100 kg·m2

Mass density of shaft, p 7806 kg/m2

Modulus of elasticity, E 2.078 x lOll Njm2

Poisson's ratio, v 0.3
Revolutions per minute, N 880 rpm
Viscosity, I-l 0.14839 N.s/m2

Diameter of journal, D 0.229 m
Length of journal, L 0.229 m
Clearance, C 3.8 x 10-4 m
Weight of bearing, W 67120 N
Bearing stiffness coefficients at opearating speed 880 rpm in N1m

K xx = 0.18305 X 109 , K xy = 0.37487 X 109

K yx = -0.72481 X 109 , I<yy = 0.10977 X 1010

Bearing damping coefficients at opearating speed 880 rpm in N's/m
Cxx = 0.54139 X 107

, Cxy = 0.17090 X 107

Cyx = Cxy , Cyy = 0.21294 X 108
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Table 4.2: Frequencies and damping rations for the first 10 modes oJ the example
rotor system

Mode no. Frequency (cps) Damping ratio (%)

1 10.3965 71.46

2 10.7882 69.12

3 23.3762 9.53

4 24.0083 1.98

5 79,8363 2.87

6 97.1774 3.01

7 210,9122 0.97

8 211.0740 4.00

9 220.1107 1.75

10 229.5606 1.58
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- We ~ W ~ We 1:::::; 1,2,3 (4.1 )

where Sit, Wit, and f3z1 are the ground parameters for the translational acceleration

component in the lth principal direction and We is the cutoff frequency. These pa

rametersare given in Table 4.3. This spectral density function, which represents a·

broadband seismic input, has also been used in several earlier studies. The first and

third principal directions are assumed to have the same spectral density function pa-

rameters, and the characteristics of the second component are assumed to be different.

In particular, the root mean square value of the excitation along the second direction

is 2/3 of the other two components. With these parameter values, the maximum

ground acceleration level is about 0.2g for the first and third components, and for the

second principal excitation it is 0.134g, which is 2/3 the magnitude in the other two

directions. Equation (4.1) was directly used to obtain the frequency integrals in the

stochastic analysis to calculate the rotor response.

Time History Inputs

For verification of the response spectrum approach developed in this work, an

ensemble of time histories have been used in the simulation study. These ground mo-

tion time histories were generated for the stochastic input motion defined by equation

(4.1). To generate the acceleration time histories the following superposition of har-

monic waves with random phase, as proposed by Rice (1954) and Shinozuka (1987),

has been used here:

NJ

X1(t) = L V4<I>I(Wm)6.w cos(wmt + cPmd
m=l

(4.2)

where Xt(t) is the acceleration of the lth component; cPml is the random phase angle;

6.w is the frequency increment and Nf is the number of harmonics which the cutoff

frequency range is divided into. Since the three principal excitations are uncorrelated,
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Table 4.3: Parameters of the spectral density function for three principal components

Ith Z Sil Wil f3il

excitation (m2 • s/rad x 10-3 ) (rad/s)

1 1.908 13.500 0.3925
1 2 0.630 23.500 0.3600

3 0.477 39.000 0.3350

3

We = 30 cps
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0.848
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0.3600
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here, three different sets of independent random phase numbers, which are uniformly

distributed in the range of (0,211"), generated by the computer along with the pa

rameter NJ = 600 were used to create the acceleration time histories corresponding

to the given spectral density functions. The gr~und motion produced according to

equations (4.1) and (4.2) was then modulated by a deterministic envelope to simu

late the- build-up, strong motion, and decay stages usually observed in earthquake

records. In this study, an ensemble of 50 sets of accelerograms with duration lasting

24 seconds were synthetically constructed. Each set consisted of two equal intensity

components and one lower intensity component. Figure 4.2 shows a typical sample

group of translational acceleration records of the three principal components. For the

generated time histories, a 2-seconds parabolic build-up phase, a strong motion phase

of 10 seconds with amplification factor equal to one, and an exponentially attenuated

decay phase of 12 seconds have been used to define the envelope function.

Response Spectra Inputs

The synthesized time histories were used to define the pseudo acceleration and

relative velocity ground response spectra for the principal components of excitation.

A step-by-step recursive algorithm developed by Nigam and Jennings (1969) was

employed to process the time histories. The design spectra were defined as the mean

and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation spectra of the time history ensemble. Figures

4.3 and 4.4 show the mean pseudo acceleration and relative velocity response spectra

of the first and third principal components. These mean spectra for the second

principal component are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. They are plotted for oscillator

periods from 0.01 to 50 seconds with damping ratios of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04,

0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, and 0.2. Figures 4.7 to 4.10 show the similar set of mean-plus

one-standard-deviation response spectra.
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In the response spectrum analysis with the travelling seismic wave model, these

ground response spectra were used to define the base inputs. The details of the

verification of the proposed spectrum approach are provided later in Section 4.5. To

study the influence of the rotational base inputs of a rotor sitting on a building floor,

these ground response spectra were applied at the base of the building as the seismic

inputs to obtain the the correlated floor response spectra. These calculated floor

response spectra were then used as the base inputs to the rotor system to calculate

its design response. This analysis is covered in Section 4.6.

4.4 Contribution of Real Eigenproperties

A rotor-bearing system will usually have some real eigenvalues. For the example

rotor studied here, which is supported on fluid film bearings, there were exactly

four real eigenproperties. They exist due to the highly damped characteristics of

the journal-bearing system. It was obsereved from the modal analysis results that

the frequencies corresponding to these real eigenvalues were very high. They can be

considered to represent overdamped or critically damped modes. Since for earthquake

type ground motions, the integral (Jot;) decreases very fast with inceasing frequency

(a;), it was suspected that the contribution of the terms associated with the real

modes to a response quantity was not going to be significant.

Because the formulation developed in the previous chapter separated the effect

of the real eigenproperties from that of the complex eigenproperties, it was quite

simple to ascertain their contribution by including or neglecting the terms associ

ated with these modes in the response calculation. In Table 4.4, we show the root

mean square response values obtained for the stochastic inputs without rotational
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components. These response results were calculated with and without the real eigen

property associated terms. It is observed that the effect on the total response of .

the real eigenproperties is, indeed, small as the difference in the resulb is less than

1.5%. Similar results were also observed when the rotational input components were.

included. In further analysis, therefore, the contribution of the terms associated with

real eigenvalues is ignored; only the terms associated with the complex modes have

been used to calculate the rotor responses.

4.5 Verification of Response Spectrum approach

To verify the applicability of the response spectrum approach proposed in this

work, here a numerical sirriulation study is conducted. In this study, the response

values obtained from the time history analyses used as the benchmark are compared

with the response values obtained by the response spectrum method. We consider

the case in which the rotational inputs are absent.

In the response spectruin approach, the design response values are obtained by

utilizing equations (3.80) and (3.83) for the input response spectra defined in Section

4.3. To obtain the mean values of the design response, the mean spectra shown in

Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 were 'used as the base inputs. Likewise, to calculate the

mean-plus-one-standard-deviation values of the ,design response, the response spectra

shown in Figures 4.7,4.8,4.9 and 4.10 were utilized as the base excitations. The worst

case design response values were obtained when the principal excitations, were applied

along the rotor axes. In particular, the second principal component was oriented·

in the axial direction of the rotor (z axis), while the other two components were

applied, interchangeably, along the transverse axes. In the time history analysis also,
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Table 4.4: Rotor responses including and excluding real.modes by stochastic analysis

Response With real modes Without real modes Diff. (%)

Dz (mm) 0.0454 0.0454 0.0

D y (mm) 0.0468 0.0468 0.0

Fz (kN) 4.9515 4.8850 -1.3

Fy (kN) 6.1222 6.0755 -0.8
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the response values were calculated for each set of accelerograms applied along these

same directions to ensure that the seismic inputs in both approaches are consistently

applied.

To obtain the response in the time history approach, the generalized modal su-

perp0sition method was used. The uncoupled modal equations (3.7) were solved by

a step-by-step recursive procedure. For discretized base motion inputs Ei(t) which is

assumed to be linear between consecutive time steps tk-l and tk, the solution of the

principal coordinate qj can be expressed as follows:

(4.3)

where

n.

Qlj - E{7hJ;{rh(hi +Ajhoi )

i=l
n.

Q2j - L)7PLH{rh[hi +Aj(hoi +hi6t))
i=l

hoi - Ei(tk-d
1

hi - 6t [Ei(tk) - Ei(tk-l)]

in which ~t is the time step and other quantities have been defined iri chapter 3.

Here the forcing components El , E2 , and E3 are the base inputs along the directions

of rotor axes x, y, and z, which, as mentioned earlier, correspond to the first (or

the third), the third (or the first), and the second principal excitation components.

In terms of the time history of the principal coordinates defined above, a response

quantity at time tk can be obtained from equation (3.10) as:

2n t

S(tk) = E{Tf {7PR}jQj(tk) .
j=l

(4.4)

Using equation (4.4), the time histories of the response quantities of interest were

obtained for the 50 sets of generated accelerograms. Figure 4.11 shows the plot of a
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sample response time history of the disk displacement obtained by this approach. For

a response quantity, each of the time histories were scanned to obtain the maximum

value. These maximum response values were then statistically processed to com

pute the ensemble mean and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation values of the max

imum response. The mean and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation response values

obtained for the time history ensemble are compared with the mean and mean-plus

one-standard-deviation response values obtained in the response spectrum approach.

These response values obtained by both the approaches are shown in Table 4.5.

Considereing the response values by the time history analysis as the benchmark re

sults, the percentage differences computed for all response quantities obtained by the

spectrum approach are less than 6%. This variation is well within the range of the

one-standard-deviation error bound. This excellent comparison of the results confirms

the validity of the proposed response spectrum approach for calculating the design

response of rotating machines, even though the approach is based on the assumptions

of the stationarity of the input and response and the equality of peak factors, as

discussed in Chapter 3.

4.6 Effect of Rotational Inputs

Even though it is a common practice to neglect the rotational components of

the inputs in seismic response analysis of structures, there are some situations in

which rotating machines may be exposed to rotational base motions. It is, thus, of

interest to evaluate the relative importance of the rotational input terms in the forcing

function on the rotor response. Since the effects from different input components were

separated in the response expressions developed in the previous chapter, it is quite
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Table 4.5: Comparison of the maximum rotor responses obtained by the spectrum and
time history analyses for the mean and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation responses

Mean Response

Response Spectrum result Time history result C.O.V. Dim. (%)

Dx (mm) 0.1425 0.1430 0.0681 -0.35

D y (mm) 0.1491 0.1440 0.1074 3.54

Fx (kN) 15.235 15.646 0.0709 -2.63

Fy (kN) 19.343 18.940 0.1004 2.13

Mean-plus-one-standard-deviation Response

Response Spectrum result Time history result Diff. (%)

D x (mm) 0.1512 0.1527 -0.98

D y (mm) 0.1685 0.1595 5.64

Fx (kN) 16.125 16.755 -3.76

Fy (kN) 21:855 20.841 4.86
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simple to evaluate the relative contribution of the rotational input components. In

this section we will examine this for both types of input models-the seismic wave

and cross correlation matrix models.

4.6.1 Seismic Wave Model

In this model, we will evaluate the contribution of the rotational components

of increasing intensity level to the rotor response. In the seismic wave model, the

intensity of the rotational input can be easily changed by varying the apparent wave

velocity, c. As the wave velocity appears in the denominator of equation (3.19), the

lower the wave velocity, the higher the magnitude of the rotational components. Here"

five values of the wave velocity ranging from 10 m/sec to 800 m/sec were arbitrarily

selected. The rotational components corresponding to the wave velocity of 10 m/sec

are very strong. However, it is mentioned that such low wave velocities are not

expected in any engineering foundation of structures. Since it is expected that a

higher pedestal will amplify the rotational effect felt by the machine, the rotor pedestal

height has also been changed to study the effect of the base rotation on the response

bahavior.

Effect of rotational acceleration teT'1T/,S

The root mean square values of the rotor response calculated with and without the

rotational accelerations (but no rotational velocities) inputs included i~ the analysis

are given in Table 4.6. These results were obtained for a rotor at different heights

subjected to the seismic wave excitations with different wave velocities. The con

tribution of the rotational acceleration terms can be evaluated by comparing these

response values with the results calculated without any rotational inputs, which cor

respond to c = 00. For h =0 m, the displacements of the disk remained the same
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Table 4.6: Rotor responses by stochastic analysis using the seismic wave model for
different wave velocities and rotor heights with rotational accelerations as rotational
inputs

Response· Rotor ht. Results for wave velocity c (m/sec)
quailtity h (m) c=10 c =30 c =100 c =300 c =800 c= 00

0 0.0454 0.0454 0.0454 0.0454 0.0454 0.0454
Dx (mm) 1 0.1974 0.0790 0.0497 0.0460 0.0455 0.0454

3 0.5761 0.1974 0.0739 0.0497 0.0461 0.0454

D" (mm)

F:s: (kN)

Fy (kN)

o
1
3

o
1
3

o
1
3

0.0468 0.0468 0.0468
0.0737 0.0448 0.0447
0.2141 0.0737 0.0444

6.8842 5.0107 4.8508
22.523 8.7371 5.3122
67.323 22.889 8.2824

7.8021 6.1709 6.0483
9.9473 5.6545 5.7244
26.531 8.8507 5.5116

0.0468
0.0460
0.0447

4.8677
4.9225
5.3618

6.0616
5.9395
5.7383

0.0468 0.0468
0.0464 0.0468
0.0459 0.0468

4.8779 4.8850
4.8861 4.8850
4.9518 4.8850

6.0697 6.0755·
6.0224 6.0755
5.9335 6.0755
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regardless of the wave velocity, whereas the forces at the bearings were observed to

increase about 40% in the x direction and 28% in the y direction for very strong
,. ,

rotational inputs. In the cases where the rotor base was elevated, the responses in

the horizontal direction grew steadily with the rotational intensity. At the highest

intensity of the rotational input, both the displacement and bearing f0rce values in

creased about 3.5 times for h =1 m and almost 12 times for rotor height of 3 m. The

responses along the vertical direction, however, are somewhat different. At first the

response magnitudes are seen to decrease for the weaker intensities of rotational com-. .

ponents, but then they increase continuously as the base rotations become stronger.

Eventually both the disk displacement and bearing force grow to about 1.6 times for

h =1 m and 4.5 times for h =3 m of the values obtained without base rotations.

To better illustrate how the rotor response varies with parameters c and h, these

results are also plotted in Figure 4.12 and 4.13. It is obvious from these figures

that, in general, the response of a rotor increases with the intensity of the base

rotation. It is also noted that the response curves ofh =3 m rise muc1;J. faster than

the curves for the other two smaller rotor heights. This implies that increasing the

height of the rotor base enhances the effect of the rotational inputs, especially at

high rotational intensities. These results indicate that the contributions of the input

rotational components to the response can be high if the rotational excitations are

strong and the rotor is placed on a raised pedestal. However, for the ap:parent wave

velocities of 300 m/sec to 800 m/sec, which are more likely to be encountered in

normal soil stratum for supporting engineering structures, the relative effect of the

rotational components is seen to be rather insignificant. Thus for rotors directly

placed on a firm foundation, the contribution of the rotational compon~nts can be

conveniently neglected without affecting the accuracy of the calculated response.
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Effect of rotational velocity terms

As some of the forcing function terms also depend upon the rotational base ve

locities, and since they complicate the seismic input description in the calculation

of response by the response spectrum approach, it is also of interest to examine the

relative contribution of these -terms to see if they can be neglected to simplify the

analysis. To study this, the mean square response expression which included all parts

of the forcing function-translational accelerations, rotational accelerations and ro

tational velocities-was utilized. Here again, since in the final expression the effect of

the velocity dependent terms was separated, it was quite simple to delete these terms

to evaluate their importance. The results obtained with and without these velocity

terms are shown in Table 4.7. The percentage difference shown in the table for various

wave velocities and rotor heights was calculated using the response value obtained

without the rotational velocity inputs as the benchmark. The response results of the

disk displacements for these two sets of seismic inputs are virtually identical. The

bearing force response values show only slight disparity, about 5% at most among all

the cases. Thus it is apparent that the contribution of the rotational velocity terms

to the total response of a rotating machine is not significant. To simplify the anal

ysis, therefore, these rotational velocity components can also be compleltely ignored

without affecting the accuracy of the calculated response.

4.6.2 Correlation Matrix Model

Another situation in which a rotating machine can experience rotational excita

tions at its base is through its supporting structure, even though there may not be

any significant rotational components in the seismic motion which excites the sup

porting structure. To examine what effect such rotational excitations coming from
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Table 4.7: Rotor responses by stochastic analysis including the rotational velocity as
well as acceleration terms as base rotational inputs

Response h=lm h=3m
quantity c =10 c =100 c =300 c=lO c =100 c =300

D% result 0.1974 0.0496 0.0460 0.5761 0.0739 0.0496
(mm) diff. (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

D"
(mm)

result
diff. (%)

0.0737 0.0447
0.0 0.0

0.0460 0.2141
0.0 0.0

0.0444 . 0.0447
0.0 0.0

F%
(kN)

FlJ
(kN)

result
diff. (%)

result
diff. (%)

23.495 5.3511
4.3 0.7

10.475 5.7515
5.3 0.5

4.9269 67.814 8.3203
0.1 0.7 0.5

5.9422 27.165 5.5409
0.1 2.4 0.5

5.3681
0.1

5.7412
0.1 ..
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the response of a supporting structure will have on a rotating machine, here we con

sidered an example of a rotor placed in a three degrees of freedom building which

also responded in torsional mode. This one-Hoor structure consists of a rigid slab

supported on columns and shear walls. The mass center of the slab is eccentrically

placed with respect to the stiffness center of the system. Thus the Hoor has two

orthogonal translational components in the horizontal plane and a rotational compo

nent about the vertical axis in its response. The magnitudes of the eccentricity along

the two horizontal directions are 0.05 and 0.10 multiplied by the radius of gyration

of the slab. The frequencies, damping ratios, participation factors and mode shapes

of this structure are given in Table 4.8.

The response of this supporting structure was obtained for the ground response

spectra generated in Section 4.3. The mean spectra were used as the seismic inputs

at the base of the building. The two horizontal excitations have equal intensities of

maximum aceeleration 0.29, while the input in the vertical direction is 2/3 as strong as

the horizontal components with maximum acceleration value of 0.1349. As commonly

assumed in the regular seismic analysis, the input components for the supporting

structure were all translational and uncorrelated. The Hoor spectra were calculated

through the dynamic analysis of the primary structure using the approach presented

by Singh and Burdisso (1987). The motion of the slab has four components, two

translations In the horizontal plane and a rotation in the vertical direction correlated

with each other, along with the vertical translation which, assumed to reach the Hoor

unfiltered, is the same as-the ground vertical input and is uncorrelated with the other

three components. These Hoor spectra, which comprise of the auto, coincident and

quadrature spectra were then applied to the rotor as the base inputs.
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Table 4.8: Dynamic properties of the supporting structure in which the rotor is placed

Mode Freq. Damping Participation factor Mode shape (xI0-S )

no. (rad/s) ratio x y Bz x y Bz

1 8.7531 0.05 44.48 -26.11 0.0 8.555 -5.021 69.160

2 15.696 0.05 -3.38 -720.6 0.0 -0.65 -138.6 -2.495

3 20.031 0.05 719.7 -1.769 0.0 138.4 -0.340 -4.286
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The maximum response of the machine was calculated for these input Hoor spectra

by using equation (3.84). The rotor was oriented at different angles with respect

to the axes of the slab. The height of the rotor base above the Hoor was set at

1 m. The results are shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.15. The design responses for

both the displacements and bearing forces in the vertical direction display very little

variation in the plots for different angles. The horizontal responses, however, have

. largest values when the rotor axis coincides with the structure axis with the lower

eccentricity, and smallest values if the rotor axis is parallel to the structure axis with

the higher eccentricity. It is also noted that the response values in the horizontal

direction are always greater than those along the vertical direction, similar to what

was observed in the wave model results. Analyses were also performed for excluding

the rotational inputs. The response results from both cases are very close, with all

differences being less than 1.2%. This shows that the contribution of the rotational

inputs at the base is not significant. Since most buildings in practice are designed with

as little rotational response as possible, the rotational excitation to a machine placed

in such buildings is not likely to be any stronger than the rotational input considered

in the above case. Thus, in such situations the contribution of the rotational base

inputs is not expected to be very significant. These rotational excitation terms ·can,

therefore, be ignored from any further design considerations. However, if it is desired

the proposed response spectrum approach still permits us to include the rotational

components in the seismic response analysis of rotating machines.

4.7 Summary

The response spectrum approach proposed in this work is verified by a simulation

study. The mean and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation response values calculated
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by the response spectrum method are compared with the correspondi~gvalues cal

culated by the time history analysis for an ensemble of generated time histories. The

difference in the two response values is well within the acceptable errOl[" range. This

good comparison validates the reasonableness of the assumptions which were made

regarding the peak factor equality and the stationarity of the input and response in

the development of the spectrum approach;

The contribution of the real eigenproperties to the response of a rotating machine

is also evaluated. The root mean square values of the response are obtained with

and without the terms associated with the real modes. The comparison of the two.

response values calculated with and without real modes shows that the contribution of

the terms associated with the real eigenproperties to the response is not significant.

Thus, the terms associated with the real eigenproperties can be. neglected in the

analysis of a rotor-bearing system without affecting the accuracy of the calculated

response.

The effect of the rotational base inputs on the rotor response is also examined in

this chapter. The mean square response values are obtained for the travelling seis

mic wave model with rotational components of different intensity lev~ls. Since the

rotational effects may be amplified for a rotor placed high above its base, the rotor

pedestals of different heights have also been considered. The effect of the rotational

velocity components in the inputs is found to be unimportant. The rotational ac

celeration components of high intensities, on the other hand, can affect the response

values noticeably, but such high intensity rotational excitations are rarely encoun

tered in actual practice. The numerical results indicate that the rotational inputs to

machines coming from the torsional response of the supporting structures are also not
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expected to be strong enough to significantly affect a rotor response. Thus in practice

the effect of the rotational base inputs can be ignored from any further consideration

while calculating the response of a rotating machine. The proposed response spec

trum approach, however, permits one to include the rotational components of the

input as well if such components are considered to be strong.
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Chapter 5

Closure

5.1 Concluding Remarks

Seismic response of rotating machines subjected to multi-component base excita

tions is studied. A rotating machine under earthquake loadings is a complex dynamic

system to analyze. The equations of motion in their general form are difficult to

solve. Fortunately, studies have indIcated that, for seismic type of base motions, the

problematic parametric terms in the system matrices and nonlinear forcing terms can

be neglected. This enables one to develop an efficient response spectrum method for

calculating the design response of rotating machines for seismic base inputs defined

by input response spectra.

A formulation utilizing a generalized modal superposition approach with the ran

dom vibrationanalysis is presented tostudy the seismic response characteristics ofro

tating machines. The formulation is further extended to develop a response spectrum

approach. The correlation between the excitation components are defined through

two different models. In the first model, the correlation between the base excitation
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components, including the rotational components, is expressed through the consid

eration of travelling wave effect. In the second model, the correlation is expressed

through a correlation matrix. The expressions for both the travelling wave model and

correlation matrix model are developed to calculate the response of rotating machines.

In these expressions, the contribution of the real and complex real eigenproperties and

the effects of rotational and translational input terms are separated out to faciliate

the study of their contribution to the total response.

Numerical results are obtained for an example rotating machine. The applicability

of the response spectrum approach is verified by a time history simulation study. The

relative contributions of different terms to seismic response of the rotor-bearing system

are also evaluated. It is observed that the contribution of the real eigenproperties of

the system to the total response is negligible. It is also noted that. the effect of the

rotational excitations can be significant only if the intensities of the rotational input

components at the base are very high. However, for a rotor sitting directly on the

ground or on the floor of a supporting structure, the rotational inputs have only small

effect on the response since such rotational excitations are usually not very strong

in actual practice. Thus the rotational inputs can be ignored in the seismic analysis

of such rotating machines. The rotational base inputs, however, can be considered,

if desired, because the inclusion of the rotational components poses no difficulties in

the proposed spectrum approach.
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5.2 Suggested Future Research

In this research, the interaction between the rotating machine and its supporting

structure was neglected when the auto and cross floor spectrum inputs to the ma

chine were obtained. However, there is a possibility of a strong dynamic interaction

between the machine and its supporting structure, especially if the machine is rela

tively heavy and tuned. The effect of an unbalnced rotating machine on the response

of its supporting structure and the tuning between the machine frequency and the

frequencies of the primary ~ystem can be very important. Also the axial loading due

to seismic effects can be quite important in the design of some thrust bearings and

axial stability analysis. Incorporation of the axial force in the analysis is a challenging

problem which has not been explored. This topic can be studied further to achieve a

better understanding of the behavior of rotating machines in a seismic environment.
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Appendix A

Definition of System Matrices and Input

Vector

The mass, damping and stiffness matrices and the forcing function of a rotor system

in the finite element model are defined as follows:

[M] = pA fol [N1Y[N1]ds + pIx fol [N2Y[N2]ds

(eJ = flIp 1
1
[N2JT( {eIJ {e2}T - {e2}{eIJT)(N2JTds +2pA hi [N1f [w][N1]ds

[K] - Elx fol[N2
/JT[N2/Jds + kGA fal[N3JT[N3Jds

+pA 1
/
[N1f[w 2][Ntlds +pA 1

1
[N1f[w][N1Jds

{f(t)} = - pA(11[N1fds){ab}

- pA(1
1
[N1f ds )[w]{e} - plx(1

1
[N2JTds){Ob}

- PA(fol [N1f ([w2]{ e} + [wJ{ Vb} )ds)

+flIp(1/[N2fds)({ed{e2}T - {e2}{elf){8b }
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where [NI ], [N2 ] and [N3 ] are the matrices of interpolation functions, {ab} = {Vb} =

vector- of base acceleration, {lh} = vector of base rotation, {eJl ~ {l,O}T, {e2} =

{a, l}T, {e} = {a, h, Zl + s}T in which ZI is the nodal coordinate, and

0 -Bzb Byb

[w] = Bzb 0 -Bxb

-Byb Bxb 0

p, A, Iz , Ip , k, E and G are the physical and mechanical properties of the system,

and 51 is the operating spinning speed of the shaft.
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Appendix B

List of Constants in Seismic Wave Model

The coefficients of polynomials Li (w) = LiO +L i2W2+L i4W4 and Ni (w) = NiO +Ni2W2+
Ni4W 4 + Ni6W 6 for calculating [Rill and the constants in equation (3.59) are listed as

follows:

- (2(3jwj - Ok)(ll + (2(3jWj Ok - W])61

ell

(4(3j(3kWjWk - W; - WnO"ll +W;W~Vll + 2((3kWkW; - (3jWjWnt.pll

0"11 + (4(3j(3kWjWk - W; - WnVll + 2((3jWj - (3kWk)t.pll

W;Ok(22

(2(3jWj - O~;)(22 + (2(3jWj Ok - W])62

- 62
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- (4j3jj3kWjWk - WJ - WDO'22 +WJ.WZ1l22 + 2(j3kWkW; - j3jWjWD'P22

- 0"22 + (4j3jj3kWjWk - W; - WDlI22 + 2(j3jwj - j3kWk)'P22

L30 - 0

L32 - (2j3jWj C1k - WJ)((12 - (21) - C1kW;(e12 - 61)

L34 ((12 - (21) + (C1k - 2(3jWj)(~12 - ~21)

N30 - 0

N32 - wJwi('P12 - <f'2I) + 2((3kWkWJ -:- (3jwjwi)(O'12 ~ 0'2I)

N34 - (4j3j(3kWjWk - WJ - WD(<f'12 - <f'2d + 2(j3jwj - j3kWk)(0'12 ...,. 0'2d

+2((3kWkW; - (3jWjwD( lI12 - 1121)

N3B - (<P12 - <f'21) +2(j3jWj - (3kWk)( lI12 - 1121)

where

/lrr _
,-1 -
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c _
J.L2 . -

- 1 4
V = 2Vi. - -(w -W 2 - 2cV3 )

2c2 ]

- 1 4 _X' = 4X-1 - -(W- Y 2 - 2cX-3 )] ] C2 ]] ]

where

K1 - (e1jm e1kn + e1jne lkm)!(Cij +Cik)

K2 (e2jm e2kn + e2jn e2km)!(Cij +Cik)
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Appendix C

List of Constants in Correlation Matrix

Model

The coeffiCients of polynomials LHw) = Lio+Li2w2 +Li4w4 and Nt(w) = N:o+N:2w2 +

Nf4w4 + N:6w6 in equation (3.68) and the constant in equation (3.77) are listed as

follows:

N~o

(4{3j{3kWjWk - w; - wl)umm +W;W~Vmm

+2({3kwkw; - {3jWjW~)'Pmm

U mm + (4{3j{3kWjWk - wj - wnVmm +2({3jwj - {3kWk)'Pmm .
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N~o

+2(,BkWkW; - {3jwjwD'Pmn

N~4 Umn + (4,Bj{3kWjWk - w; - Wi)Vmn + 2({3jWj - {3kWk)'Pmn

L~ (2,BjWj CXk - wJ)(:nn - CXkW;e:nn

. L;2 Cnn + (CXk - 2{3jWj )e:nn

N~2 (4,Bjf3kWjWk - w; - wi)'P:nn +2(f3jwj - {3kWk)u:nn

+2(f3kwkw; - f3jWjwi) v:nn

N~4 'P~n +2(,Bjwj - ,BkWk)V:nn

N~6 0

where
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I
O'mn

I

'Pmn

"Ymn
2 I I

eimekn

(Xi + (Xk
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